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Message from the President

elcome to our 42nd EMHW Annual meeting and kickoff to the fall migration.
Our meeting this year will be held on Friday, September 6th at a new location,
the Woburn American Legion. This venue offers improved access and amenities. We
are proudly featuring Cheryl Dykstra as our main speaker. Cheryl will share her studies
about the fascinating life of the Red-shouldered Hawk.
We will also be honoring Norm Smith and Tom French for their contributions to raptors.
Norm is completing 50 years as sanctuary director at Massachusetts Audubon in the Blue
Hills. His many projects include educational programming, research, banding, and his
nationwide pioneering program of Snowy Owl relocation at Logan International Airport.
Tom French is concluding 31 years of service for the State of Massachusetts. Tom played a
key role in threatened and endangered species for the State. I was familiar with his project
to reintroduce the Peregrine Falcon. You may have seen his picture in the newspaper
rappelling off bridges and cliffs in order to band Peregrine nestlings. Former EMHW
President Ursula Goodine and husband Dave work with Tom French to assist with the
Peregrine project. Both Norm and Tom will continue to remain active and dedicated in
the field.
We also recognize retiring Board members Steve Anderson and Maryellen Stone. Steve
was our secretary and is a longtime member who was very active in the field. Maryellen
has been invaluable on the Board and heads to Cape Cod to assist at Pilgrim Heights.
Maryellen is also an accomplished photographer.
As part of our mission, EMHW works closely with several organizations. We work
with the Hawk Migration Association of North American (HMANA) by providing our
count numbers to this “Mothership” for the North American statistics. We are part of
the 200-plus sites in five countries that submit statistics in the spring and fall for North
and Central America. EMHW has recently joined the Association of Massachusetts Bird
Clubs (AMBC), to protect avian conditions. Massachusetts Audubon has allied with the
California Air Resources Board (CARB) program, dedicated to reducing the carbon
dioxide in the air that we breathe. We also donate to Tom Sayer’s Kestrel Restoration
Project. This is a big part of our budget. Tom has had success in housing and hatching
hundreds of chicks each year.
We are currently looking for new volunteers in our migration counts. In the fall we need
support for Mount Wachusett, Watatic, and the Pinnacle Rock migration. In the spring
we need assistance at Plum Island and Pilgrim Heights.
Every April, we conduct a basic seminar and field trip to Plum Island for novices. Board
members Brian Rusnica and Eric Smith present this course on raptor identification.
If you missed it, plan to attend next year. Founder Paul Roberts, Brian Rusnica, Craig
Jackson and other veteran observers provide informal training and raptor identification
at the sites at no charge! Contact myself or any of our Board members for additional
information. We need you, so come, learn and join the fun.
– Ted Mara
President, EMHW
tedmara@gmail.com
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Annual Meeting
Date & Time:

Friday, September 6, 2019
6:00 pm Social Hour & Refreshments
7:00-9:00 pm Meeting & Keynote

NEW Location:

Woburn American Legion (directions on page 17)
194 Lexington Street, Woburn, MA

Keynote Speaker: Cheryl Dykstra, Ph.D.
Independent Researcher
Editor-in-Chief, Journal of Raptor Research
Keynote Topic:

Urban Raptors, Our Adaptable Wild Neighbors

R

aptors were once known as creatures of remote places,
intolerant of human presence and activities. However, in
recent decades, some raptor species have moved into and occupied
urban areas all around the world. What caused this change? Why
are some species able to live in our cities and not others? How do urban raptors
survive the threats that humans and our activities pose? And what can we do to
conserve them? All these questions and more have triggered a burgeoning of
research into urban ecology of raptors and other species.
What scientists are learning may surprise you. A wide variety of raptor species
now inhabit urban areas, including of course Peregrine Falcons and Cooper’s
Hawks, but also Red-shouldered Hawks, Barred Owls, Burrowing Owls,
Swainson’s Hawks, and even Northern Goshawks in Europe and Japan. Across
this wide variety of species, one invariable characteristic of urban/suburban
raptors is their adaptability. Species that can be urban are adaptable in one way
or another, and this flexibility has resulted in great diversity in the ways raptors
use urban spaces and cohabit with us.
Urban raptor habitat ranges from the almost completely urban areas used by
Peregrine Falcons to industrial areas, urban green spaces, and suburban housing
interspersed with pockets of native vegetation. Some urban raptor species
surprise us by nesting on billboards, window ledges, and rooftops, while others
only use trees. Foraging behaviors of urban raptors are diverse too. Some, like
Barn Owls that specialize on rats, take advantage of urban pests. Cooper’s Hawks
and other bird-hunters benefit from the increased number of small birds in cities,
while scavengers such as Black Kites are often found in urban rubbish dumps.
Some behaviors of urban raptors can generate conflict with their human
neighbors – urban Swainson’s Hawks, Red-shouldered Hawks, and Cooper’s
Hawks are less fearful of humans and sometimes defend their nests by swooping
at or striking pedestrians. Our research team has studied urban Red-shouldered
Hawks for more than 20 years, and what we’ve learned provides insight into
both the ecology of urban raptors and the ability of humans to live with them.
The evolving relationship between raptors, cities, and people provides hope for
maintaining wildlife in our ever-urbanizing world. 

Additional Short Keynote:
Raptors are the Solution (RATS)
Gary Menin, Sr., Director, Massachusetts Chapter of RATS, Sterling
Rodenticides needlessly injure and kill thousands of spectacular raptors as well
as other valued wildlife and domesticated animals every year. Gary will give a
brief presentation on the scope of the issue and describe how RATS is working to
eliminate the poisoning of raptors. (See Gary’s article on the next page.) 
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Cheryl Dykstra, Ph.D. is
an independent researcher and
consultant in West Chester, a suburb
of Cincinnati, Ohio. She earned
her M.S. and Ph.D. in Wildlife
Ecology from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, where she
studied ecotoxicology of Great
Lakes Bald Eagles. She has worked
as a researcher for the USFWS
and USEPA, and has served as the
Editor-in-chief of the Journal of
Raptor Research for the past 14 years.
She has spent over two decades
leading raptor research projects,
including an ongoing 22-year study
of urban Red-shouldered Hawks in
the Cincinnati area.

Raptors Are the Solution

by Gary Menin, Sr. - Director, Massachusetts Chapter of Raptors Are The Solution, Sterling

F

ascinated by the children’s wildlife novel Bubo, The
Great Horned Owl at the age of ten, I’ve been a de facto
environmentalist and intermittent bird-watcher ever since—still
to this day intrigued by Bubo—the “flying tiger” of New England
raptors.
Recently (now in my seventh decade), I inadvertently discovered
a box of mouse poison at my daughter’s house. Without
specifically knowing of its environmental impact, I did a little
internet research and became simultaneously embarrassed
and appalled at the horrific effects of secondary poisoning
via rodenticides on our raptors in Massachusetts and indeed
worldwide.
Rodenticides cause non-target organism death via internal
hemorrhaging, such as when a predator preys upon a poisoned
and thus weakened rodent. In Massachusetts we are seeing the
devastation with frightening regularity. In a Tufts Veterinary
study examining Massachusetts Red-tailed Hawks, Barred
Owls, Eastern Screech-Owls, and Great Horned Owls that had
been admitted to the Tufts Wildlife Clinic between 2006 and
2010, of 161 birds, 139—a terrible 86 percent—tested positive
for anticoagulant rodenticides. For the 94 birds sampled from
2012 through 2017, 96% had anticoagulant rodenticide in their
viscera.
This problem is not limited to these four species of raptors
but these four are among the most common species of raptors
admitted to the clinic, and they prey on the rodents for whom
these poisons are intended. Snowy Owls are another raptor highly
susceptible to anticoagulant rodenticides. The winter of 2017-18
was a significant incursion year for Snowy Owls in New England.
Norm Smith, Director of Mass Audubon’s Trailside Museum
in the Blue Hills captured and banded Snowy Owls, mostly at
Logan International Airport. During this effort he discovered
that nine Snowy Owls died from lethal levels of rodenticides
while they were in Massachusetts. Other Massachusetts wildlife
(foxes, bobcats, mink, fisher, skunks, porcupine et. al.) are also
susceptible, and it’s no small point that all these animals die a
horrifically cruel death. I am extremely disheartened whenever

I
learn
that
homeowners,
businesses
and
exterminators in
Massachusetts and
elsewhere still use
poison bait traps
to-wards ridding
any given locale
of field mice or
other rodents that
tend to intrude
throughout
the
year.
There are much,
much safer and indeed equally effective ways to rid one’s house or
business of the mice; from house cats, to ultrasonic repellers, to
carbon dioxide pellets, to fully automated traps that self-bait and
self-clear after every instantaneous kill. Remember, if the winter
of 2017-18 experience is foretelling, we’re going to see another
dozen or so beautiful Snowy Owls fatally poisoned (among
many other animals) in future Massachusetts winters. I hope
neither my daughter nor I has to one day tell my granddaughter:
“Yes, those spectacular Snowy Owls used to visit Massachusetts,
but we poisoned them all and now we only have rats.”
Raptors Are The Solution (RATS) is a project of the Earth Island
Institute and is dedicated to raising awareness of the impact of
rodenticides on our environment. The ultimate goal is banning
them as a tool to control rodents towards at least keeping our
raptors as far as possible from the species extinction crisis
currently plaguing our planet.
By the way, my daughter has since sworn off ever using
rodenticides again! 
https://www.raptorsarethesolution.org/mass-rats/
(Gary Menin will be giving a brief presentation on raptors and
rodenticides at the 2019 annual meeting.)

Get Involved in EMHW!
Whatever your skill or interest... EMHW is your organization: help us make it a successful one!
• Hawk Counts: There is an urgent need for volunteer counters at Wachusett Mountain. See pages 4 and 5 for more
information about the importance of consecutive-day coverage and details on how you can volunteer.
• Annual Meeting: Would you be able to help at the annual meeting? We’re always looking for assistance with any number of
tasks at the meeting. Do you have an idea for a guest speaker for next year’s meeting?
• Website: Do you have photos of hawks or of people at any of the sites EMHW covers? Do you have suggestions for additional
content or materials that could be added to the website?
• Newsletter: Do you have an idea or article that could go in our newsletter? We welcome any submissions you may have for
next year’s newsletter.
Contact Lynette Leka (lynette.leka@yahoo.com) for more information about any of these activities.
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Wachusett: The Importance of Consecutive-Day Coverage
by Paul Roberts, EMHW Founder & Board Member

W

achusett Mountain is a leading hawk migration site.
Coverage was initiated in 1976 for only three days, as
we knew very little about the nature of hawk migration then.
Since 1977, Wachusett has averaged 10,803 hawks a year,
including 9,809 Broad-winged Hawks, 378 Sharp-shinned
Hawks, and 164 Ospreys. The mountain has been covered
an average of 26 days each fall for 147 hours. (This does not
include spring.) The largest flights of several species of raptors
ever seen in the Commonwealth and New England have been
reported from Wachusett Mountain.
Hawk watch coverage is typically measured in several ways:
days (# of dates) of coverage, total hours of coverage, total
hawks and hawks per hundred hours. Coverage at Wachusett
was excellent in the first decade or so. From 1977-1989, the
observers averaged 28.5 days or 161.9 hours of coverage and
15,503 hawks per year. In 1983 we set records of 277.50 hours
of coverage over 47 dates and saw 28,920 hawks. In the 90s
coverage declined by about a third, and counts declined by
roughly 50%. In the “aughts,” the number of days decreased
slightly but hours increased by about 7%. That’s after we
learned that disappointing hawk flights between 10 am
and 2 pm. in September did not mean hawks weren’t going
to pass between 2 and 4 pm. When conditions looked great
in September but the flight was small, many disappointed
people—including the counter—often left at 2 or 3 pm.
However, Eliot Taylor, who could not get to Wachusett from
work until after 2:00 pm, arrived to find himself the only
observer and saw multiple flights of several thousand birds
between 2-4 pm. That’s how we learn. Average counts in the
aughts decreased by roughly a third.

years but increased dramatically beginning in 2012 and 2013.
Steve Olsen and Rod Chase, working as co-leaders, increased
coverage by more than 100%. Strangely enough, total hawks
counted increased by 87%. How could counts go up so
significantly?
Early on, many people looked to the passage of strong cold
fronts to generate good migration, focusing on the first or
second day of those fronts. That is accurate, however we
have learned that when there is significant movement it can
continue until weather conditions such as fog, persistent rain,
or strong adverse winds force the birds to sit down north of
us. This was quite evident in 2013, when we had our all-time
record of 35,070 Broad-winged Hawks. We had 1,128 hawks
under ideal conditions on the 13th. Then 1,578 on the 14th
and an explosion of 14,535 hawks with incredible views on
the 15th! Three straight days of 4-digit flights (1000+)! A
major record! Then 1,801 on the 16th and 3,027 on the 17th.
Winds for the 18th were forecast to be light and variable, but
people went to the mountain hoping for a sixth straight day
of 4-digit flights, thinking we might barely eke out another
1,000. We were rewarded with 12,320 hawks, including
12,272 Broadwings. Mind-boggling. The birds north of us had
encountered favorable weather and were continuing to move
because they could. Normally most hawk watchers might not
have gone out with a forecast of “weak and variable winds”
or “weak southeast winds.” It is important to do our best to
establish and maintain consecutive-day coverage during the
Broadwing migration. If we are able to do this, as we expand
our corps of experienced site leaders, we might be able to
expand our coverage later in the migration season as well. 

In the teens, coverage began below average for the first two

AVERAGE COVERAGE AND COUNTS
AT WACHUSETT MTN
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YEARS

DATES

HOURS

BROADWINGS

TOTAL HAWKS

1977-1989

28.5

161.91

13,999

15,503

1990-1999

20.4

100.92

7,546

8,221

2000-2009

17.9

107.27

5,763

6,335

2010-2018

37.5

222.93

10,764

11,850

Needed: Five Hawk Watchers to Volunteer as Wachusett
Site Leaders by Paul Roberts, EMHW Founder & Board Member

O

ver the past decade the efforts of two individuals have been
in large part responsible for a dramatic increase in raptors
seen at Wachusett Mountain. Steve Olson of Holden began
regular coverage in 2006 when he became seasonal site leader.
Steve gradually increased coverage from 17 days and 116 hours
in 2007, to 24 dates and 145 hours in 2012, and to 44 dates and
212 hours of coverage in 2013. Steve increasingly worked the
summit with Rod Chase of Spencer. They became a team that
significantly enhanced the coverage and created a welcoming
atmosphere where visitors were encouraged to ask questions
and learn more about migration. And they saw more hawks. In
2011 the mountain reported 1,838 hawks. In 2012, 8,503, and
in 2013 36,229. (Note: increased coverage does not guarantee a
significant increase in hawks; it does improve the odds.)
When Steve had to step down as site leader several years ago
for health reasons, Rod took over complete responsibility for the
count. He covered almost every day in September and increased
partial coverage in August and later in the season. In 2017 he
provided record coverage: 57 dates and 327.75 hours with
critical assistance from others. The total count for the season
was 11,789.
Last year it became evident that Eastern Mass Hawk Watch could
not ask Rod to carry this responsibility primarily by himself.
(Some invaluable observers have covered for Rod when he needs
to attend to family business in September, and in late October
and early November.) Rod has some health questions, so it is not
clear how much he’ll be able to cover this fall.
EMHW therefore seeks five individuals to commit to serving as
site leader or co-leader for Wachusett Mountain on one or more
weekdays for each week during the month of September. E.g.,
an individual would sign up for coverage for every Monday (or

Tues., etc.) from 9 am to 4 pm except in the instance of persistent
fog, rain, or gale force winds. (If you couldn’t cover a day you
were committed for, you would be responsible for finding
someone to cover for you that day. Everyone will have a list of
others committed to covering, so you should be able to trade off.)
Essentially you are asked to commit to 4 or 5 days in September
when roughly 90% of all our hawks are seen. Of course, you can
show up, watch, and help with the count absolutely any day you’d
like, but we’d be relying on you for those 4 or 5 days.
Some people are already familiar with the protocol for counting,
but if you’re not we’re offering two workshops for the additional
site leaders: one on a weekend in late August/early September
and one on an evening, so that volunteers should be able to
attend one. The workshop will show how to observe, utilize the
experienced observers available, record the weather and hawk
data, and submit it that afternoon/evening to one of three people
who are trained and authorized to enter data into HawkCount.
If you are the site leader when a big flight of thousands of
birds flows over and around the mountain, other experienced
observers will be there to help you. (Several top observers
devote a major portion of their limited vacation time to the
weeks between September 10-24, when most of the Broadwing
migration should occur, so might not be able to volunteer for
one day each week.) Moreover, Rod might be there to serve as
co-leader with you.
Five (or more) experienced hawk watchers are sought in the
hope that two will sign up for two days of coverage. If you are
relatively inexperienced but would like to learn the protocol for
site leaders, you are invited to sign up and attend the workshop
as well, noting your experience.
This count protocol works very well at several major sites
throughout the country where
observers typically sign up for
“a day” for three months.
This is a great way to learn
more about hawks and hawk
migration, meet some new
people, and have a blast. For
more information or to sign up
as a site leader at Wachusett for
September email Paul Roberts
at phawk254@comcast.net or
call him at 339-222-0197. 

The observation tower on the Wachusett summit. Photo courtesy of Paul Roberts.
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2018-19 Hawk Watcher’s Notebook

by Brian Rusnica, EMHW Member and Mount Watatic Co-Coordinator

M

assachusetts offers year-round intrigue for the
hawkwatcher. The end of 2018 and beginning of 2019
offered several unique stories in my travels around the state in
pursuit of raptors.
September 1, 2018 - Early Season Goshawk
My first day of hawk-counting in 2018, and I catch a glimpse of
the best bird I will see all Fall—a magnificent juvenile Northern
Goshawk within naked eye of the Summit at Mount Watatic.
This local is just my 2nd Watatic Goshawk in over 300 hours
there the last 4 years.
September 9, 2018 - First Black Vulture on Watatic
A Mount Watatic Hawkwatch first as far as I can tell: a single
Black Vulture drifted high overhead, interacting with a group of
Ravens before disappearing to the southeast. Fortunately, its slow
trajectory allowed several chances to confirm this confusing ID.
Probably the first of many to come, as Black Vultures continue
to expand northward.
September 14, 2018 - Who’s Cooking on the Summit?
For the past 2 days at the Hawkwatch, I’d been hearing a distant
Barred Owl some 1,000 vertical feet below the Watatic Summit,
and gave a return hoot mostly for fun and as a party trick for
day hikers. Today, I was shocked at 4pm when I heard a familiar
8-note hoot at the Summit! We conversed back and forth for 15
minutes, with the bird well under cover nearby. On the hike up
two days later, I finally got eyes on the owl I had been talking to

the past few days. I enjoyed a long observation as it hunted a Red
Squirrel near Nutting Hill.
November 8, 2018 - Not Technically a Hawk
...but a feathered predator nonetheless! I observed a Northern
Shrike for a very brief few moments at Mass Audubon’s Daniel
Webster WS in Marshfield. My second Northern Shrike ever!
April 2, 2019 - Surprise Migrant in Heart of Boston
I was quite shocked to find an adult male American Kestrel
hunting along the edge of the dry lagoon in the Boston Public
Gardens, in the middle of the busy city. According to eBird, this
was the first Kestrel reported here in a few years.
Apr 28, 2019 - Bonus Buteo on Plum
A mystery unfolded as a sky-high raptor passed North over
the Plum Island Hawkwatch today. Through binoculars, the
bird looked long-winged with dramatically sharp wingtips
in a glide, prompting us to first call it a Peregrine Falcon via
shape. I snapped a distant picture which revealed a more
confusing image—no malar helmet, fairly broad wings, a thin
but moderately long tail, and a swatch of dark feathers along the
trailing edge of the wings. I first considered those dark feathers
might indicate a rare Swainson’s Hawk, but after a long look at
home and consideration with some more eyes, the fit was better
for a Broad-winged Hawk! One of about 15 we’ve counted in
about as many years at Plum in Spring. Neat! 

Barred Owl photographed by Brian Rusnica
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Peregrine Falcon Ménage à Trois
by Ursula Goodine, EMHW Member

T

he reintroduction of Peregrine Falcons in the Northeast first
began at the Custom House Tower in Boston, Massachusetts
in 1987. Two years later, Monarch Place in Springfield would
follow as the second oldest nest in the Commonwealth, when
a pair began successfully breeding in a plexiglass tray on the
ledge of the 21st floor. Because of public interest in this once
endangered species, a YouTube cam has been providing a peek
into the lives of the Monarch Place birds, their nesting habits,
and the young they produce.
This year was unusual, when an unbanded juvenile female
joined the adult pair in incubating and feeding two chicks that
hatched. It was interesting to see this young female performing
incubation duty. Things became even more intriguing when the
adult female would enter the scene and begin embracing the
youngster, not the least bit annoyed that this juvenile was the
one brooding HER eggs! At one point, the unbanded adult male
flew in to complete the picture. Initially, he seemed confused
seeing both females positioned on the eggs and would abruptly
fly away. During the weeks that followed, he would relieve the
incubating females temporarily, as responsibility of this task
remained with his “partners.”
Periodically, both females became possessive of the eggs, as each
bird challenged the other by rolling them under herself, with the
au pair winning the game. The resident female would maintain
incubation when the juvenile left to eat, but upon returning,
the adolescent would nudge her competitor off of the eggs, and
reposition herself over them, performing the “incubation shuffle.”
Then the adult would lean on her, cuddling the youngster as she
relinquished control. Invariably, this behavior continued during
the entire process, and once hatching began, things became even
more comical.

When the male delivered food, the adult female would grab it
from him, and then a tug of war would ensue when the juvenile
tried to snatch the morsel from her. The feeding process began
with the Mother giving tidbits to the juvenile FIRST, who eagerly
gobbled them up. This was alarming, as the hatchlings were
begging to be fed, and their au pair would at times receive the
sustenance instead! Things did improve when the little white
“fuzzlings” began to receive food from BOTH females. The au
pair did hunt and bring nourishment in for the chicks, so by the
time fledging occurred, she had perfected her role as “motherin-training,” under the watchful eyes of her teacher.
Tom French and Dave Paulson of MA Fisheries and Wildlife
banded the male and female chicks on May 23rd despite protests
from both females. Weeks later, the young fledged successfully,
after having received flight lessons from all three Peregrines. The
next step for them will be learning the necessary hunting skills
needed to survive in the wild.
Several questions arise from this story: where did this juvenile
come from? Since she has no bands, her history is unknown.
The Monarch Place chicks are banded annually, but last year, two
females and one male were too old when Tom French arrived on
site for that purpose. Only one of the three fledglings, a female,
was banded when she became grounded after attempting flight. Is
it possible that the au pair was one of the offspring from the 2018
nest, and remained in the area with her parents? Did she then
automatically take part in the nesting process with the consent of
the adults? Because she has strong instincts, will she ultimately
challenge the resident female, who was banded in 2011 on the
Ben Franklin Bridge in Philadelphia, PA for her territory and
mate next Spring? These inquiries pose many possibilities—stay
tuned! 

YouTube cam screengrab photo taken by Dave Paulson of MA Fisheries and Wildlife.
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What’s Up with This?
by Tom Graham, EMHW Member

Part 1: Red-shouldered Hawk and Crows
As you know I have a Red-shouldered Hawk nesting behind my
house and Crows that nest in front of my house. In early June, I
was just pulling in the driveway and heard the Crows going crazy.
They were diving, bombing, and screaming at something on top
of a white pine. I moved to the street and was hoping to see a
Great Horned Owl sitting up there. Instead I saw an immature
Red-tailed Hawk ducking and bobbing. He did not seem to be
all that upset, but then things changed. Over my house I spotted
the Red-shouldered Hawk making a streaking line drive straight
at the Red-tailed. Anyone that knows the scream of a Redshouldered Hawk knows that it is non-stop yelling. The Red-tail
saw the other hawk coming straight for him and jumped up. So
here I am watching crows and a hawk fighting together to help
escort another bird out of their territory. After the two nesting
birds have their young fledge, all love between them is over…
back to being crows and hawks. What’s up with this?
Part 2: Falcons and Ravens
At a quarry I won’t name but am sure you all know about, there
are Ravens and Peregrine Falcons nesting on the cliff face. They
respect each other, giving each other room. Sometimes paths
do cross and verbal scoldings occur. Other birds nest here
too: House Sparrow, Starlings, Cardinals, Mockingbirds, a few
common Warblers, and Rock Doves. Rock Doves—how can

this be? Aren’t Rock Doves a peregrine’s favorite food? Everyone
seems to live in harmony, but if you’re a raptor of any kind, you’re
not welcome. The Ravens and Falcons go crazy, dive-bombing,
screaming and just plain scaring off the other birds. I have seen
them attack a Turkey Vulture. He didn’t know what hit him, and
he could not get out of the area fast enough. Great Blues, Herons,
Gulls, Ospreys, and a Bald Eagle have all felt the wrath these
attacks by two unwilling partners…they are not even friends…
what’s up with this?
Part 3
This last little tidbit is from my own experiences watching
Cooper’s Hawks in the fall. I have watched an immature Cooper’s
Hawk hanging with crows. The crows will be calling and going
about Crow business, picking bugs out of the lawn, going
through garbage, and sitting in the trees. The immature Cooper’s
Hawk will be sitting in the trees right next to them, walking on
the ground, trying to blend in. I’m not sure if he was waiting for a
chance to pounce on one of the crows or is just picking up bugs.
I have seen Cooper’s hawks flying and circling with a group of
crows. Young Coops not migrating, just out flying around, this
seems strange. I have seen an immature Cooper’s Hawk sitting
on a block of stone with four Crows. This can’t be right? And I
will leave you with this: if we try, we can all get along. What did
I just say...what’s up with that? 

2019 Treasurer’s Report
by Lynette Leka, EMHW Treasurer

Beginning Balance (7/1/18) $ 9,233.91 - 165 paid memberships
Income

3,470.00
355.80
730.00
45.00
370.00

Memberships
Donations
Raffle
Silhouette Guide Sales
Car Magnet Sales

4,970.80 Total Income

Expenses

-2,187.40 Annual Meeting
Speaker Fee/Expenses
Hall Rental 2018, Deposit 2019
Refreshments
-815.34 Newsletters
Production
Printing
Mailing
-1,030.00 Funding
Tom Sayer
HMANA
Northeast Hawk Watch Membership
-170.00 Donations
Friends of PRNWR
HMANA
Northeast Hawk Watch
-280.00 Magnets
-122.00 P.O. Box Rental
-50.00 Postage
-141.80 Office Supplies
-0.00 Printing Expense
-1,086.80 Internet Services
-0.00 Advertising

-5,883.34 Total Expenses

Ending Balance (6/30/19) $ 8,321.37 - 169 paid memberships
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-1,048.90
-900.00
-238.50
-200.00
-408.00
-207.34
-1,000.00
-0.00
-30.00
-150.00
-0.00
-20.00

Dr. Tom French, Assistant Director and Founding Leader
of NHESP, Retires by Marion Larson, MassWildlife

A

fter nearly 35 years of service, Dr. Tom French has
retired from his position as Assistant Director of
MassWildlife’s Natural Heritage and Endangered Species
Program (NHESP). Tom was hired in 1984 to lead the
then newly-formed NHESP. With advanced degrees in
zoology, ecology, and systematics, Tom was one of the first
MassWildlife employees to not have a traditional game
management background, and was the first employee hired
to hold a PhD. Tom’s unique background and experience
helped NHESP grow to what it is today, one of the strongest
rare species programs in the country.
Beginning with just four staff, NHESP has since grown to
twenty-nine as the Program’s responsibilities multiplied
over time. Milestones along the way include the creation
of the state’s first regulatory list of endangered, threatened,
and special concern species (1985), passage of the
Massachusetts Endangered Species Act (MESA) in 1990,
promulgation of MESA regulations (1992), publication
of the first BioMap (2001), partnering with Mass DOT
to create the Linking Landscapes Program (2009),
publishing the 14th edition of the Priority Habitat Maps
to aid in regulatory review for rare species (2017), and
more. During these 35 years, Bald Eagles and Peregrine
Falcons have returned to Massachusetts to nest and have

flourished, populations of Red-bellied Cooters have
expanded and stabilized, and northern right whales have
become the center of extensive conservation attention.
By all measures, Tom leaves behind an incredible legacy
and leaves NHESP well positioned to tackle conservation
challenges into the future.
Although in a managerial position, Tom didn’t just sit at
a desk. He remained active in field work, especially when
it came to scaling buildings, bridges, and cliffs to band
Peregrine Falcons. He gave numerous talks and published
countless articles on the conservation work of NHESP. He
dissected prey item remains and prepared whale skeletons
for museum collections throughout the country. Tom is a
naturalist who is passionate about conservation and his
active role in it.
MassWildlife is losing a great resource, friend, and advocate
for the rare animals and plants of Massachusetts. However,
NHESP will continue on, like the well-oiled machine that
it is, because of Tom’s leadership and dedication in making
the Program what it is today.
Best wishes on your retirement, Tom! 

Dr. Tom French in action, past and present.
MassWildlife’s Natural Heritage & Endangered Species Program is responsible for the conservation and protection
of hundreds of species that are not hunted, fished, trapped, or commercially harvested in the state, as well as the
protection of the natural communities that make up their habitats.
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New Books on Raptors

by Paul Roberts, EMHW Founder & Board Member
Wheeler, Brian. Birds of Prey of the East: A Field Guide. Wheeler also provides the most extensive
discussion in any raptor guide I’ve seen as to age
Princeton University Press (2018). 296 pp.
classification and molt, describing field visible

Wheeler, Brian. Birds of Prey of the West: A Field Guide.
molt in detail. This is immensely helpful in the
Princeton University Press (2018). 360 pp.
new era of photography, where sharp digital
This past two years have produced several new
books of great interest for hawkwatchers. The
first two new books are on hawk identification:
Brian Wheeler’s Birds of the Prey of the East and
Birds of Prey of the West. Wheeler has a history
of providing innovative new material on hawk
ID. With Bill Clark, he authored and illustrated
the first field guide to hawks (1987; new plates
in 2nd Edition 2001). He was lead author with
Bill Clark on the ground-breaking Photographic
Guide to Raptors (1995, 2nd edition 2003). Then
he wrote the massive Raptors of Eastern North
America and Raptors of Western North America
(2003). Those classic volumes described in
detail the incredible variations in plumages for
many species of our raptors. They were richly
illustrated with quarter-page color photos of
varying plumages/field marks and annotative
captions. The detail on the variations at times
seemed overwhelming. The books were not
written for the beginner hawkwatcher. (These
encyclopedic volumes are now out of print.)
As Wheeler explains in his preface, despite
the digital revolution that led to so many
new photographic guides to nature, he firmly
believes that illustrated guides make a far better
educational tool. He spent more than a decade
painting new plates for the 2018 guides. Both
guides are very succinct. To me, they appear to
be a distillation of what he described in the 2003
volumes but enriched with more recent insights.
He often portrays the variety of plumages of a
species in only one or two plates per species. The
2003 volume had 7 pages of text on sharpies and
5+ pages with 21 photographs. The new field
guide has 4 much smaller pages on sharpies,
including only one plate with 25 illustrations
depicting immatures, adults and 7 variations of
tails. The text is very concise and to the point.

telephoto images enable you to not only identify
but accurately age many birds in the field. This
might seem a bit much for some beginners, but
it is great information.

Finally, for any area that is suddenly rich in locally
breeding and year-round eagle populations,
he offers the most detailed description and
illustrations of plumages and molts of any
American guide I’ve ever seen and explains the
terminology he employs throughout the guide.
He doesn’t resolve all the questions, but again
he sets a new standard for understanding Bald
Eagle plumages and the manifold variations
therein.
The eastern guide covers from western Quebec
south, down to Mississippi (not Louisiana
or Texas). The western guide is roughly 50
pages longer to accommodate several strictly
western species and variations. Maps are
strictly for the region in the title, and are up-todate, including extensive, carefully reviewed
data from eBird. Quite simply, these books
are veritable gold mines of information, the
distillation of Wheeler’s roughly half-century of
groundbreaking observation and paintings of
birds of prey.

Bildstein, Keith L. Raptors: The Curious Nature of
Diurnal Birds of Prey. (2017) Cornell University Press
324 pp.
Keith Bildstein is the recently retired Sarkis
Acopian Director of Conservation Science
at Hawk Mountain Sanctuary. The author or
co-editor of a number of major books on hawks
and hawk migration worldwide, Bildstein’s most
recent book seems to have appeared in 2017
with very limited “fanfare.” It’s almost possible
to imagine how that could have happened.
This book, in Bildstein’s words, is intended for
“lay naturalists, birders, hawkwatchers, science
educators, etc.,” which might explain why I did
not see it reviewed in the professional journals
I read. The book is written as though someone
asked Keith to write down in a clear, systematic
way everything about raptors that he thought
was important for people to know or understand
based on his 40+ years in the field.

The exception to concision is 51 pages devoted
to Red-tailed Hawk! He provides 14 plates in the
eastern guide, with brief definitive descriptions
on each illustration. The first plate (8” x 5.25”)
contains 22 paintings, including 4 head shots,
6 tail patterns, and 4 individual feathers! Then
Wheeler embarks on a fascinating discussion of
plumage variation in Eastern Red-tailed Hawk,
the regional status of different plumages, and
a negative analysis of the proposed Northern The well-structured chapters include “Form
subspecies. The section on Redtails alone is & Function,” “Senses and Intelligence,”
more than worth the price of the books.
continued on next page →
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Book Review

by Brian Rusnica, EMHW Member
Rosenfield, Robert N., The Cooper’s Hawk: Breeding
Ecology & Natural History of a Winged Huntsman.
Hancock House Publishers (2018). 163 pp.

F

or birders, much conventional knowledge
about particular species seems to distill
from canonical sources that echo the same
foundational facts over and over. Behind
every oft-repeated behavioral account,
however, there is a largely invisible amount
of effort that a researcher once exerted to
confirm a simple hypothesis. Over the years,
the best of these research projects have
combined to form the narrative identities of
our common bird neighbors that we know so
well. For North America’s Cooper’s Hawk, the
man who has formulated much of what we all
think we know about this bird is Dr. Robert
Rosenfield, currently a biology professor
in the University of Wisconsin system.
Rosenfield’s work on Coops spans 40 years and 60+ papers,
forming the bedrock on which many of our field guide facts are
built.
In his new book, The Cooper’s Hawk: Breeding Ecology & Natural
History of a Winged Huntsman, Rosenfield shares with us a lifetime
of learning spent in the company of this amazing bird. His pages
tell us how the story of the natural history of the Cooper’s Hawk has
been uncovered, one experiment at a time, over these last several
decades. Experienced birders will surely attest that the story of
the Cooper’s Hawk has seen a major plot twist: from persecution
and decline in the early 20th century, to a mid-century low-point
as human expansion and environmental destruction threatened
extinction, to a major bounce-back and wide expansion into

urban and suburban areas today.
Rosenfield’s book highlights some astounding
variation within the species. Since Cooper’s
Hawks can be found in nearly every corner of
North America, it should come as no surprise
that vast differences exist in their nesting
habitat, food preferences, breeding behavior,
and even size and overall appearance. This
makes it difficult to form definitive answers
about the species as a whole, but surely
underscores the adaptability that has allowed
Cooper’s Hawks to thrive in this era of human
dominance.
Surely the most exciting revelation of The
Cooper’s Hawk… is the prevalence of “ExtraPair Paternity” (EPP) in Coops. A 2007 study
found genetic evidence that one-third of all
nests in a study area had at least one extrapair nestling, and that 20% of all the young
studied were NOT the offspring of the resident male. These results
were 2x to 4x the EPP numbers found in studies of other raptors
like Kestrels, Merlin and Goshawks. The findings really flip our
preconceived notions of raptor monogamy on their head and
drive more questions to explain why EPP occurs.
All in all, Rosenfield’s book is worthy of a place on the serious
birder’s shelf. Terrific anecdotes will delight and atypical
photography of the species will provoke deeper investigations.
(Disclaimer: the author of this review contributed 10 photographs
in the work.) As with any good research, the result is not always a
simple, definitive answer, but rather newer, better questions and
the inspiration to pursue them. 

New Books on Raptors (continued from previous page)
“Distribution and Abundance,” “Breeding Ecology,” Feeding
Behavior,” “Migration,” and “Raptors and People.” Each is enriched
by interesting facts—not factoids in a bulleted list—that are integral
to the story Bildstein is telling. For example, owls hunt at night,
the coolest part of the day. Thus, the Barred Owl has roughly 9,200
feathers while the much larger Bald Eagle has roughly 7,100, 30% of
which are on its head. Those eagle feathers weigh about 1.5 lbs, or
three times as much as the eagle’s skeleton. He corrects some longheld mistaken statements by commentators regarding the presence
or absence of thermals over water. He explains that thermals do
form over warmer oceanic waters in certain latitudes and are used
by long-distance migrants. He talks about flocking behavior in longdistance migrants, and why and how that occurs.
This book ranks with one other in educating lay people to appreciate
and better understand hawks. Birds of Prey, (1990) edited by Ian
Newton, is in my opinion one of the best books on birds of prey
ever produced. Eleven outstanding authorities wrote chapters,
including an excellent one on migration by Bill Clark. The coffeetable-style volume is thick with spectacular color photos and
graphics far in advance of its time. A dozen other authorities wrote

informative sidebars and subtopics. If I could own only five books
on raptors, Birds of Prey would be one of them. The Curious Nature
of Birds of Prey is very different in approach, being primarily prose
(including some insightful topical sidebars) with some very helpful
tables and maps, and a signature of small color photos with incisive
captions in this very graphic era. The emphasis is on the prose,
which includes assimilation and distribution of so much recently
gained knowledge. I was looking for some examples to quote here
and found myself reading entire chapters again, amazed at what I
was learning (or remembering) reading it for the third time. The
chapter on Migration (70 pp) is an excellent overview that I wish
every hawk watcher would read. If you don’t find Raptors at your
local bookstore, it is available through Hawk Mountain, Cornell
University Press, and other online resources.
All three books will be picked up again and again by the avid hawk
watcher. There is just so much to absorb in each. Anyone seriously
interested in hawks should acquire these books. You don’t find this
kind of material free online. And even though you buy them, you
might come to believe as I do that all three are truly gifts to those
who love hawks. 
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Wachusett Mountain - Fall 2018

by Rod Chase, Wachusett Mountain Site Co-Coordinator
(with Steve Olson), EMHW Board Members

W

e all hope/pray for a good-weather year… but must accept we
have no control. Unfortunately, the ‘weather gods’ were not
able to help much this time around. Long streaks of cloudy or foggy or
rainy or ‘wrong wind’ days kept the Broad-winged numbers at less than
50% of the 10-year average. BW’s being our “cake” we were fortunate
to have our “frosting” birds appearing (for the most part, well above
average!) Note that the 44 Merlins was our highest count ever—not to
mention the 2 locals who appeared daily (usually 3 or more times!) thru
September and much of October! Indeed, most species showed above or
near average numbers; the Cooper’s Hawk 132 is also a Hill record—16
above last year’s high-water mark. Besides the BW’s, only the Bald
Eagles and Ospreys were well under their 10-year average.
So where were the BW’s? With steady winds blowing from the east
thru northern New England and a series of fronts settling just north
of Massachusetts in September and October, consensus was that most
birds were blown through to New York before reaching our latitude.
Our best days ran in the third week (with a bad weather day tucked
in): 9/20, 9/22-23 (577+2782+950.) This total of 4309 was 85.5% of this
year’s Broadwings
[Pack Monadnock (NH) had 3822 from 9/22-9/24 along with some
other moderately good days; still, their total was only 6756 for the
season. Putney Mountain (VT), which is not that much further west,
did have good days scattered through September from 9/13 to 9/24
and a decent 12,045 for the year. Their all-species count was 15,971 for
the fall (with better SS numbers, too: 1840!) and Pack’s was 8842 total
(including 668 SS’s and 92 UR’s.) I must question how Putney has zero
unidentified raptors for the last 6 years!? Are all of their birds really so
close?]
As for days/hours of observation: our total of 44 days includes 11 with
only 0 to 5 birds and several days where a 3 birds/hour rate would seem
good... 44 days is just below our recent average but still reflects our
extending of the count season thru October and into early November.
(Thank you Bill Rasku for your hike and the solo count of 26 birds on
Nov 5!) None of this would be “fun” except for the many folks who
arrive anyway with fresh laughter, new stories from the last year and
the joy/appreciation of seeing old and meeting new friends. There are
hikers we see every year and some who bring their binoculars now and
help spotting. Park rangers will arrive with their binoculars on days off.
Everyone knows it just takes one huge kettle to get someone in tears! I
can regret a low count but still go home smiling. Maybe tomorrow ;-)
The 258 hours of observation is down a little although still over the 10
yr. avg. of 206; with better weather we can certainly achieve the 310330 range that we met in 3 of the last 5 years. Why so optimistic? Well:
the “Wachusett family” added new and valuable observers who came
back frequently to join right in. It’s nice to see new sharp eyes and some
skills plus the smile on the face of another person who has found us and
finds the time to return to this perfect platform for hawking. Knowledge
is free-flowing and no question leaves without some responses from
whoever is nearby. I ‘went to school’ here and still do.
Love to all & hopes for a good-weather fall! 
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WACHUSETT MTN. HAWK WATCH
Fall 2018 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours
Black Vulture

47
258.08
6

Turkey Vulture

267

Osprey

100

Bald Eagle

135

Northern Harrier

17

Sharp-shinned Hawk

281

Cooper’s Hawk

132

Northern Goshawk
Red-shouldered Hawk
Broad-winged Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk

0
13
5042
65

Rough-legged Hawk

0

Golden Eagle

1

American Kestrel

121

Merlin

44

Peregrine Falcon

21

Unidentified Accipiters

16

Unidentified Buteos

9

Unidentified Falcons

4

Unidentified Raptors

53

Total

6,327

Mount Watatic - Fall 2018

by Brian Rusnica, Mount Watatic Site Co-Coordinator
and EMHW Member
MOUNT WATATIC HAWK WATCH
Fall 2018 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours

12
84.25

Black Vulture

1

Turkey Vulture

11

Osprey

52

Bald Eagle

52

Northern Harrier
Sharp-shinned Hawk
Cooper’s Hawk

8
176
33

Northern Goshawk

0

Red-shouldered Hawk

4

Broad-winged Hawk

3,874

Red-tailed Hawk

3

Rough-legged Hawk

0

Golden Eagle

0

American Kestrel

39

Merlin

9

Peregrine Falcon

4

Unidentified Accipiters

5

Unidentified Buteos

2

Unidentified Falcon

1

Unidentified Raptors

17

Total

T

he 2018 Fall migration season at Mount Watatic was an exercise in
patience, as the majority of migrants came right at the back end of
the typical 2 week peak migration window. 65% of the season’s totals
came in the last two days of our regular watch, on September 22nd
and 23rd. The weather pattern in mid-September will be remembered
for a massive “Bermuda High” that pinned Hurricane Florence in
place over the Carolinas, and presumably contributed to the hesitant
behavior of Broad-winged Hawks coming through Massachusetts.
Watchers provided 84.25 hours over 12 days of coverage at Watatic,
which almost exactly matched last year’s numbers. The season total
of 4,291 migrant birds was over 1,000 birds lower than the 2017
Watatic count. Neighboring site Mount Wachusett saw a similarly
down season, its lowest in the last 7 years of 200+ hours of coverage,
while Pack Monadnock had its lowest count in 9 years. Clearly, Broadwinged Hawks were not making their way near our particular peaks,
perhaps finding alternate routes through the Northeast.
52 Bald Eagles counted in September reflects the second highest
total recorded in the Mount Watatic records. Otherwise, counts were
remarkably similar to last year for accipiters (176 Sharp-shinned
Hawks, 33 Cooper’s Hawks) and Osprey (52). Merlins were down
by 50% to only 9, and Kestrels similarly dipped to 39 from last year’s
impressive 68.
Our best day was September 23rd, when 1,766 Broad-wings passed
overhead, the largest single day count since 2015. A massive hour (865
migrants) between 12-1pm ET was the single busiest I have personally
observed in my hawkwatching experience. Making the huge numbers
even more memorable was the fact that almost all that hour’s flight
were naked eye visible, directly over the Watatic summit.
Additionally, we logged the first migrant Black Vulture ever reported
at Watatic - something that should come as little surprise with their
widely expanding range in Massachusetts.
2019 promises to be another interesting season as we try to find the
Broad-wings and unlock the mystery of their migration. We encourage
any interested bird watchers to come count with us and experience the
magic of the natural world on our secluded peak. 

4,291

© Brian Rusnica
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Pinnacle Rock - Fall 2018

by Craig Jackson, Site Coordinator and EMHW Member

T

his year’s count was the second highest (by seven more birds) at
this site which began counting in 1969, but still 100 birds short
of our high count. While this year also had the highest number of
observing hours, it should also be noted that during the last 14.5 hours
only 7 raptors were seen migrating. One of the most unusual aspects
of this year’s count was that there was only one day with more than
100 birds (104), whereas the previous second highest count included
one day with 200 birds. What then resulted in this year’s high count?
Generally, the highest counts at this site have been either the last
weekends in September or the first and second weekend in October
(Columbus Day weekend). [Until two years ago this was a weekendsonly site]. However, this year there was unusually warm weather in
the beginning of October. Following that, there was a long period of
strong westerly winds (bringing birds to the coast), with many days
having very strong winds from the northwest (the best conditions
at this site). This was the first year since my retirement, that these
conditions prevailed, and thus I was able to be on the Rock on those
days.
Almost half of the migrating raptors were Sharp-shinned Hawks (276),
the third highest count at this site. There were also 69 Cooper’s Hawks,
and 32 unidentified accipiters which means that slightly more than
2/3 of the migrating raptors were accipiters. This has been the general
pattern since 2012, when the numbers of migrating Ospreys dropped
significantly. Other than accipiters, the increase in Bald Eagles (almost
double the previous high) was the most surprising result, but also
seems to be consistent with recent trends in the northeast.
One of the most exciting sightings which I was able to share with others
was watching a Peregrine Falcon fly right at us and land on the nearby
tower. A local Merlin that habitually used a dead tree as a plucking
post was also a welcome sight on many days. Other interesting bird
sightings were a Great Horned Owl and several sightings of a Pileated
Woodpecker, which had only been seen from this site once before
many years ago. 

PINNACLE ROCK HAWK WATCH
Fall 2018 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours
Turkey Vulture

19

Osprey

13

Bald Eagle

22

Northern Harrier

15

Sharp-shinned Hawk
Cooper’s Hawk

276
69

Red-shouldered Hawk

4

Broad-winged Hawk

9

Red-tailed Hawk

20

American Kestrel

17

Merlin

12

Peregrine Falcon
Unidentified Accipiter

5
32

Unidentified Buteo

4

Unidentified Falcon

4

Unidentified Eagle

1

Unidentified Raptors

Total

14

24
136

25

547

Pilgrim Heights - Spring 2019

by Donald Manchester, Pilgrim Heights Site Leader
and EMHW Member
PILGRIM HEIGHTS HAWK WATCH
Spring 2019 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours
Black Vulture
Turkey Vulture
Osprey

49
221.5
5
1128
123

Bald Eagle

15

Northern Harrier

14

Sharp-shinned Hawk

79

Cooper’s Hawk

38

Northern Goshawk

0

Red-shouldered Hawk

8

Broad-winged Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk
Rough-legged Hawk

A Non-raptor highlight at the site was a Great Horned Owl, being
mobbed by 6 American Crows. This was a first for this site. Last year
we had a first with a Snowy Owl.
Next season is a big question mark as the site has become so overgrown
with vegetation that identification is becoming a problem. There is no
help for this problem from the National Seashore 

42
0
89

Merlin

34

Peregrine Falcon

5

Unidentified Accipiters

2

Unidentified Buteos

4

Unidentified Falcons

1

Unidentified Raptor

1

Total

he 22nd Pilgrim Heights Hawk Watch concluded on June30th
2019 with the most raptors since 2010 season count. The number
of Turkey Vultures was the highest ever with 1,128. This was more
than the previous high of 989. Another high for the count was 12
Mississippi Kites, besting the previous high of 11. Another highlight
of this season’s observations were 5 Black Vultures seen as individuals
throughout the season. First year Broad-Winged hawks in the molting
stage made up a good number of the count.

369

American Kestrel

Mississippi Kite

T

© Shawn Carey
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1,969
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Plum Island - Spring 2019

by Ted Mara, Plum Island Site Coordinator & EMHW President
and Paul Roberts, EMHW Founder and Board Member

H

istorically, spring has been the most frustrating migration
season in eastern Massachusetts. How hard was the preceding
winter? How far south along the Atlantic seaboard did the persistent
snow/ice line go? Did the primarily short-distance migrants we
pick up migrating along the coast in spring go farther south, or did
they winter closer to home? Will they be back a little later or a little
earlier? Then there is the issue of New England’s spring, which can be
ephemeral. Inland it can be mud season and suddenly we’ll have two
days of summer in April or May, but spring? Some years it might even
be warm and beautiful.
Along the coast we usually get persistent stationary cold fronts hanging
off shore, driving cold, moist winds, clouds, fog, and rain onto the
coast for weeks at a time, especially in early April. Sunlight can seem
rationed. When we have good weather, it is changeable as well. In late
March and the first two thirds of April, we look for strong cold fronts
bringing strong W or NW winds to push the migrants close to the
coast and keep them down, lest they be blown out to sea. If the winds
are under 10-12 mph W or NW, they aren’t pushing raptors to the
coast. If we get warm SW winds in the second half of April and early
May they can be very productive for accipiters, which tend to follow
migrants flocks of passerines along the coast. They also bring warmer
temperatures. When winds are under 10-12 mph those inland winds
can quickly shift to sea breezes, which tend to keep our migrants
inland (although this year we had a notable exception).
Every year I moan that the past spring was strange. Never more so
than this year. We did not have a single three-digit flight (>100 birds)!
We had only three flights over 55 birds! Decent weather in late March
prompted Mark Schoene to get out early and check for movement on
Plum, where he saw relatively little. The same happened in early April.
The weather was nice, but it was often far better for migration inland,
with warm southerly breezes giving migrants a tail wind driving
them north rather than east northeast to the coast. A huge stationary
cold front sat off our coast for over two weeks in late April, meaning
largely adverse winds during our peak migration time. Normally,
the stationary cold fronts occur earlier in the month and when they
break, we get good flights. In April Boston had 21 days of measurable
precipitation, an all-time record for any month since record-keeping
began 1872. However, only 6.52 inches of rain fell on those 21 days,
making it only the 13th wettest April.
Plum tallied only 726 hawks despite an all-time record 43 days and
185.75 hours of coverage. It was our lowest count since 2010 (640
hawks). Last spring was our second-best count (1,379) since the Plum
count resumed in 2006. Our best day was 86 on April 11, including 40
Northern Harriers but only 25 kestrels. Our best kestrel flight was 61
on April 19. Our best Sharpshin flight was only 16 on April 28, and
our best Merlin count was 10 on the 29th. Every species was below
our ten-year running average except harriers (139) and Merlins (76).
While Plum has one of its poorest springs in this century, Bradbury
continued on next page →
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PLUM ISLAND HAWK WATCH
Spring 2019 Season Totals
Total Number of Days
Total Number of Hours

43
185.75

Black Vulture

0

Turkey Vulture

28

Osprey

16

Bald Eagle
Northern Harrier

2
139

Sharp-shinned Hawk

53

Cooper’s Hawk

16

Northern Goshawk

0

Red-shouldered Hawk

1

Broad-winged Hawk

2

Red-tailed Hawk

4

Rough-legged Hawk

1

Golden Eagle

0

American Kestrel
Merlin

375
76

Peregrine Falcon

4

Unidentified Accipiters

2

Unidentified Buteos

1

Unidentified Falcons

0

Unidentified Raptor

6

Total

726

Plum Island Report (continued from previous page)
Mountain in Maine, about ten miles inland west of Freeport, had its second-best year ever, including record Broad-winged Hawks
(3,041), American Kestrels (494), and its second highest Merlin count (T 88).
A significant anomaly at Plum should be noted. A sea breeze is usually “the kiss of death” for movement along the beach. However,
on April 14 Brian Rusnica covered Plum with weak NE winds for the day but had 46 hawks, including 36 kestrels (17 kestrels
between 1-2 p. EST). Bradbury had 190 hawks that day, including 50 kestrels, with calm winds, ending with a sea breeze. The longer
you look the more you might see…
pecial thanks to everyone who helped achieve record coverage in what only be termed a challenging year. We are looking forward to
Spring 2020, but with memories of Spring 2018 in our heads, thinking of how spectacular coastal spring hawk migration can be. 

Plum Island Spring 10-year Moving Average
Year

Days

Hrs

BV

TV

OS

BE

NH

SS

CH

NG

RS

BW

RT

RL

GE

AK

ML

PG

UA

UB

UF

UE

UR

Ttl

Av/Hr

2019

43

185.75

0

28

16

2

139

53

16

0

1

2

4

1

0

375

76

4

2

1

0

0

6

726

391

2010
-2019

27

151

0

73

40

5

128 148

18

0

1

1

9

1

0

565

76

8

4

1

4

0

7

1,089

769

Directions to the Annual Meeting
American Legion Post 101
194 Lexington Street
Woburn, MA 01801
From the North:
•
•
•
•
•

MA-128 S toward I-95/Boston/US-1.
Take exit 33A for US-3 S toward Winchester.
Merge onto MA-3A.
Turn left onto Lexington Street
American Legion, 194 Lexington St. is on the
right.

From East
• Take I-93 N
• Merge onto Mystic Valley Pkwy/MA-16 W via
exit 31 toward Arlington.
• Turn right onto Winthrop St.
• Enter next Rotary and take the 2nd exit onto
MA-38.
• Enter next Rotary and take the 3rd exit onto
Bacon St.
• Turn Left onto Church St.
• Take the 3rd right onto Cambridge St/US-3
N/MA-3A. Continue to follow US-3 N/MA-3A.
• Turn slight right onto Lexington St.
• American Legion, 194 Lexington St. is on the
right.

From South
• Take 1-93 N
• Merge onto Mystic Valley Pkwy/MA-16 W via exit 31
toward Arlington.
• Turn right onto Winthrop St.
• Enter next Rotary and take the 2nd exit onto MA-38.
• Enter next Rotary and take the 3rd exit onto Bacon St.
• Turn Left onto Church St.
• Take the 3rd right onto Cambridge St/US-3 N/MA-3A.
Continue to follow US-3 N/MA-3A.
• Turn slight right onto Lexington St.
• American Legion, 194 Lexington St. is on the right.

From the West:
• Take I-90 E
• Take exit 14 for I-95/MA-128 toward South Shore/NH Maine.
• Merge onto I-95 N/MA-128 N via the ramp on the left.
• Merge onto US-3 S/MA-3A via exit 33A toward
Winchester.
• Turn left onto Lexington Street
• American Legion, 194 Lexington St. is on the right.
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Annual Election for Board of Directors
According to the EMHW bylaws, the Board consists of nine directors. Last year Shawn Carey, Susan Williamson, and
Rod Chase were elected to two-year terms as Directors. This year, Rod Chase resigned as director for health reasons and
the board appointed Membership Secretary and Treasurer Lynette Leka to replace him temporarily. Four current board
members are up for re-election to the board: President Ted Mara, Paul Roberts, Brian Rusnica, and Eric Smith. We also
have three outstanding new candidates for the board this year, Will Martens, Christine Morabito, and Bob Secatore.
The members are asked to vote for THREE nominees only, and those elected will serve a two-year term. The nominee
with the fourth-highest vote will serve the second year of Rod Chase’s term. After the election, the six directors elected
by the membership will appoint three directors to serve one-year terms on the board. The ballot is at the bottom of the
membership form on the facing page.
Ted Mara - Ted is, by his own admission, a hawk junkie. Active as a spotter on Wachusett Mountain in the
fall and Site Coordinator at Plum Island during the spring, Ted has served on the Board for 10 years and is
currently President. He is also a generally out of control walking enthusiast. Other interests include history,
genealogy, and Patriots football.
Will Martens - An avid birder and naturalist, Will has birded in North and Central America as well as the
UAE. Favorite migrating raptor spots are Wachusett Mountain, Plum Island, Lighthouse Point (CT) and
Cape May, NJ. Will assists in the weekly Great Meadows census in Concord which is also good for raptors.
Christine Morabito - Christine lives in Haverhill and works as a psychiatric nurse. A former zookeeper,
Christine has worked with birds, especially raptors, for almost 30 years. She currently volunteers for On
The Wing, a raptor rehabilitation and education organization, and monitors Osprey nests for Essex County
Greenbelt. Her favorite thing about hawk watching is the camaraderie and opportunities to learn from
experts at the various migration sites.
Paul Roberts - Paul founded the Eastern Mass Hawk Watch in 1976, and has been a director for 41 years.
He chaired the Hawk Migration Association of North America 1980-84, and served on the Board again
from 2003-2011. Paul has been President of the NorthEast Hawk Watch since 1994. His leadership has led
to the establishment of hawk watches at Wachusett Mountain, Mount Watatic and Plum Island.
Brian Rusnica - Brian lives in Cambridge, MA and has counted hawks at the Mount Watatic and Plum
Island watch sites since 2015. He has served on the Board of Directors for the North East Hawk Watch since
2017. He serves as an administrator on the “Raptor ID” Facebook group and his raptor photography has
been featured in Cornell University’s Living Bird magazine, Urban Raptors (2018, ed. Boal & Dykstra) and
The Cooper’s Hawk (2018, Rosenfeld).
Bob Secatore - I first got interested in birds when I happened to get a children’s bird book, The Red Book
of Birds, in a third grade grab bag game in elementary school. From the very beginning, I’ve always been
especially interested in raptors and actually joined HMANA and attended several hawk watches at Pack
Monadnock for a year or two in the mid-1970s until a job relocation changed plans. Love the Red Sox but
still can’t quite understand how things could have changed so much in just one season!!!
Eric Smith - Eric grew up behind an Audubon Sanctuary, where he regularly visited the owls & hawks that
were on display. He developed an interest in hawk watching and photographing all birds of prey. He loves
to visit Plum Island and Wachusett Mountain during migration, or going north for eagles and osprey in
Maine. Eric thoroughly enjoys helping with the good work that EMHW does and has served on the Board
for eight years.
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Membership Form

HAWK WATCH
Name:
Street Address:
City:

State:

Phone #:

Zip:

E-mail:

☐ I am a new member.

☐ I am renewing my membership.

☐ Contact me about helping at hawk watch sites.
Membership Dues:
Dues are for fiscal year September 1 through August 31 of the following year. Dues and gifts are NOT tax-deductible.
cut along dotted line

☐ Supporting $40
☐ Contributing $25
☐ Individual $10
☐ Additional Gift to EMHW $
Total Amount Enclosed: $
Please make checks payable to “EMHW” and mail with this form to:
Eastern Mass Hawk Watch, PO Box 663, Newburyport, MA 01950 or bring with you to the Annual Meeting.

Annual Election for Board of Directors
There are seven nominees on the ballot this year, with their biographies posted on the previous page. The
members are asked to vote for three nominees only, and those elected will serve a two-year term. The nominee
with the fourth-highest vote will serve the second year of Rod Chase’s term. After the election, the six elected
Directors will appoint three “Nominated Directors” to serve a one-year term.

EMHW Board Member Ballot
Please vote for only three (3) of the six nominees to appoint them to serve on the Board as “Elected
Directors” for a 2-year term. See the previous page for information about each candidate.

☐ Ted Mara

☐ Brian Rusnica

☐ Will Martens

☐ Bob Secatore

☐ Christine Morabito

☐ Eric Smith

☐ Paul Roberts
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Eastern Massachusetts

HAWK WATCH
P.O. Box 663
Newburyport, MA 01950

New Annual Meeting Loca
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See Page 17 for Direction
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Thanks

Founded in 1976, Eastern Massachusetts Hawk Watch is an allvolunteer, member based organization whose mission is to promote
the study, conservation, and preservation of hawks locally and on
a continental scale by monitoring migration in Massachusetts; to
share data for research and conservation purposes; to promote
education and awareness of the identification of hawks and the
issues related to migrating hawks; and to instill an appreciation for
hawks in general.

Our sincere thanks to Shawn Carey, Rod Chase, Ursula
Goodine, Tom Graham, Craig Jackson, Marion Larson,
Lynette Leka, Don Manchester, Ted Mara, Gary Menin, Sr.,
Steve Olson, Dave Paulson, Paul Roberts, and Brian Rusnica
for their contributions to this Newsletter.

HAWK WATCH

Newsletter Design & Layout: Sabina Grady,
Grady Creative Services, www.gradycreative.com

Current Officers:
President: Ted Mara
Vice President: Shawn Carey
Treasurer and Membership Secretary: Lynette Leka
Recording Secretary: Steve Anderson

Not a Member? Membership Lapsed?
Our annual dues are only $10 and provide you with an annual newsletter which includes spring and fall hawk watch data. Additionally, the
annual meeting alone is worth the value for we always provide exciting and educational speakers. We also host free identification workshops
and other educational programs.
To renew or to become a member, fill out the form on page 19 and send a check made payable to Eastern Mass Hawk Watch,
P.O. Box 663, Newburyport, MA 01950. Thanks!

